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World Scientific expands its Global Reach
Now in Germany and Japan
MUNICH

World Scientiﬁc’s ﬁrst
German office was
established in Munich, Germany
in the summer of 2015. An integral
part of its global network of ofﬁces and

June 2015 saw World
Scientiﬁc set up its ﬁrst
ofﬁce in Japan in the Bunkyo
district of Tokyo. The office is
located in close proximity to world-class
TOKYO
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Nobel Laureate
Philip W. Anderson's
Scientiﬁc Accomplishments
It is often said of great individuals
that the legacy they leave is as
important as the lives they have
led. The same might be said of
Prof Philip W. Anderson.
In a remarkable career spanning
more than six decades, Anderson
made many fundamental contributions to physics. A most
forceful and persuasive proponent
bi it
i
i t
of the previously radical, but now ubiquitous,
viewpoint
of emergent phenomena—truly fundamental concepts that

Spotlight on Chinese
Nobel and Lasker
Laureates in Science
and Literature

A truly unique book, the volume is a chronicle of the lives
and struggles of these Laureates of Chinese descent along
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In Memory of Emeritus Professor Leo P. Kadanoff
Author of 3 bestselling World Scientiﬁc books
World Scientiﬁc remembers the legacy of Professor Leo Kadanoff, distinguished author
of our titles on Statistical Physics: Statics, Dynamics, and Renormalization, From Order
to Chaos—Essays: Critical, Chaotic and Otherwise, and From Order to Chaos II.
Kadanoff received his bachelor's degree from Harvard in 1957 and his PhD from Harvard
in 1960. Before moving to the University of Chicago, he held professorships at the University
of Illinois and Brown University. A former President of the American Physical Society, he
was also one of the recipients of the 1999 National Medal of Science. During the last
decade, he has received the Quantrell Award (for excellence in teaching) from the University
䉴 Cont’d on Pg. 6
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...World Scientiﬁc expands its Global Reach
....Germany
representatives, the German ofﬁce is a key element in World
Scientiﬁc’s strategy to bring greater depth and coverage to
its specialised ﬁelds of Natural Sciences, Engineering, Social
and Economic Studies through expertise garnered from
German academia. The German ofﬁce will also look to bring
content from the rest of the world, particularly Asian Studies,
to readers in Germany and German-speaking territories.
“Among our authors, there are also major German-speaking
scientists. Germany is important for us as a manifold location
in innovation, science and publishing, it is a considerable base
for us to expand our network in the DACH market,” said Max
Phua, Managing Director of World Scientiﬁc Publishing.
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academic research centres and the deep talent pool that resides
in the neighbourhood of the prestigious University of Tokyo.
The new ofﬁce currently focuses on marketing, sales, account
management and customer service.
“The establishment of a new ofﬁce in Tokyo demonstrates
our long-term commitment to providing our customers and
authors with top quality service,” said Max Phua, Managing
Director at World Scientiﬁc. “Over the years, we’ve expanded
our research, professional and educational offerings, and
grown our staff and this expansion in Japan shows that we

I congratulate World Scientiﬁc on its new
ofﬁce in Tokyo. Having a local presence
would most certainly enable more
effective communications and better
collaboration with customers, librarians
and authors. As a key distributor in
Japan, MHM looks forward to continued
support from the local team.

’’

Mark Gresham,
Managing Director, MHM Ltd.
place priority on offering essential content through various
platforms to help our target audiences succeed in the niche
markets that we serve.”
Quote: “I congratulate World Scientiﬁc on its new ofﬁce in
Tokyo. Having a local presence would most certainly enable
more effective communications and better collaboration with
customers, librarians and authors. As a key distributor in Japan,
MHM looks forward to continued support from the local
team.” Mark Gresham, Managing Director, MHM Limited.

World Scientifc Ofﬁce, Tokyo, Japan

...on Chinese Laureates

...PWA 90
can and do emerge from
studies of Nature at each
layer of complexity or
energy scale—Anderson’s
ideas have also extended
deeply into other areas of
physics, including the
Anderson–Higgs mechanism and the dynamics of
pulsars.

PWA90
A Lifetime of
Emergence
Edited by:
Premi Chandra
Piers Coleman
Gabi Kotliar
Phuan Ong
Daniel L. Stein
Clare Yu

The achievements and
impact of this giant in
physics is celebrated in PWA90: A
Lifetime of Emergence; a volume of
original scientific essays and
personal reminiscences of Philip W
Anderson by experts in the ﬁeld,
which were presented as part of
“PWA90: Emergent Frontiers of
Condensed Matter” meeting held at
Princeton in December 2013 to
highlight his contributions to
physics. Important reading for
students, academics and researchers
in condensed matter.

image of luminaries such
as Chen Ning Yang,
Moye Guan and Youyou
Tu among others, it
aspires to inspire the
youth to emulate these
personalities in the hope
that some may
t h e ms e l ve s b e c o m e
Laureates in the future.

their journeys towards these
prestigious awards. Behind each
contribution to the good of society
and humankind is an individual
with a story of learning and
discovery, a story that is revealed in
each segment of the book. Focusing
on the stories behind the public

Nobel and
Lasker
Laureates of
Chinese
Descent in
Literature
and Science
By: Todd S Ing
Keith K Lau
Hon-Lok Tang
Angela T Hadsell
Laurence K Chan

World Scientific at Frankfurt Book Fair 2015
The annual Frankfurt Book Fair
proved to be a valuable venue for
World Scientific to once again
meet up with existing distribution,
sales, technology and publishing
partners for the discussion of the
latest trends and opportunities.

Much of the discussion revolved
around key areas of new market
penetration, new discovery
channels for electronic content as well as rights
sales and publishing collaboration.
More than 50 publishing companies and foreign
rights agents visited the World Scientiﬁc booth
this year, with many impressed by the Nobel
titles published. Several Japan publishing
companies even took pictures with the poster
of Professor Takaaki Kajita, winner of the 2015
Physics Nobel Prize. More than 30 requests for
sample books on translation rights were received
by World Scientiﬁc.
Apart from the usual exhibition stand in the
academic hall, World Scientiﬁc took an additional
stand with other Singapore publishers under the
hospices of the Singapore Book Publishers
Association to showcase its expanding range of
new titles on Singapore.
Existing and potential business partners joined
in the wine reception at the World Scientiﬁc
stand on the opening day of the fair for an
evening of conversation and networking.
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The 2015 fair ran from 14–18
October at Frankfurt Messe. The
largest book fair in the world
regularly attracts more than
270,000 visitors and an average of
7,100 exhibitors from more than
100 countries.
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Highlights
Proceedings of the Conference on

60 Years of Yang–Mills Gauge Field Theories
C N Yang’s Contributions to Physics
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, 25 – 28 May 2015
Edited by: L Brink Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden,
K K Phua NTU, Singapore
In the course of the last six decades, Yang–Mills theory has
increasingly become the cornerstone of theoretical physics. As the
only fully consistent relativistic quantum many-body theory in four
space-time dimensions, it is the underlying theoretical framework
for the Standard Model of Particle Physics. As new and unexpected
features of this theory continue to be uncovered, its applications
have widened to include branches of physics such as statistical
physics, condensed matter physics and nonlinear systems.
World Scientiﬁc Newsletter

This volume is a collection of invaluable insight created during the
conference as a result of the contributions and discussions between
Prof C N Yang and invited speakers.
A must read for graduate students and scientists working in high
energy physics, statistical physics and condensed matter physics.
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World Scientiﬁc on Open Access
As part of our continuing efforts to disseminate high quality scholarly content to as wide
an audience as possible, World Scientific’s Open Access programme has expanded.
We are proud to add the following title from CERN to our Open Access collection.

Forthcoming
Advanced Series on Directions in High Energy Physics
The Standard Theory of
Particle Physics
60 Years of CERN

Edited by: Luciano Maiani INFN, Italy & University
of Rome, Italy, Luigi Rolandi CERN, Switzerland &
Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa, Italy
As part of World Scientiﬁc’s commitment to Open
Access initiatives in collaboration with CERN, The
Standard Theory of Particle Physics presents rare
and complete insight into Standard Theory. Armed
with an historical perspective, it presents a
collection of articles written by some of the
protagonists of present particle physics. Combining
the description of theoretical developments with
the most up-to-date experimental tests, readers
are invited on a journey that spans a complete
spectrum of the most current understanding of
particle physics.

Existing titles in DHEP series

Highlights

A 3-Volume Set
Edited by: Richard M Schefﬂer
UC Berkeley, USA
As global healthcare systems and
policies come under greater
scrutiny than ever, the intersection
between the business of
healthcare and public policy
looks set to become a focal point.
World Scientiﬁc Handbook of Global Health Economics and
Public Policy sets out to address issues as diverse as healthcare
spending and economic growth, social capital and health as
well as medical tourism.
Using evidence-based approach, the collection examines key
global issues in health economics and offers innovative
alternatives and solutions. An indispensable resource for health
economists, policymakers and all in the healthcare industry.

Forthcoming
Advances and Opportunities with Big Data and Analytics

help readers develop an understanding of marketing data,
technology and analytics, it helps readers understand the
principles behind the application of data and analytics in a
bid to create relevant, contextual and targeted content.
A must-read for postgraduate students in Digital and Direct
Marketing Master's programs; professionals in IT, Research,
and Marketing; and all interested in developments in
contemporary marketing.

Never Lose Your Nerve!
Perhaps the greatest pleasure
of being a scientist is to
have an abstract idea, then to
do an experiment (more often
a series of experiments is
required) that demonstrates the
idea was correct; that is, Nature
actually behaves as conceived
in the mind of the scientist. This
process is the essence of creativity in
science. I have been fortunate to have
experienced this intense pleasure many
times in my life.
Alan J Heeger UC Santa Barbara, USA

Architecting Experience
A Marketing Science and Digital Analytics
Handbook
By: Scot R Wheeler
Against the backdrop of information
overload, the challenges faced by
marketing communications is the
delivery of individualised content
that delivers brand experiences built
on relevance and recognition of
context. This prompts the biggest
question facing digital marketers:
" ith an ever expanding
di array of digital touch points at one's
"with
disposal, how does one deliver content and experiences around
one's brand that build relationships and drives results?"
Scot Wheeler’s one stop answer to that question comes in
the form of his book Architecting Experience. Designed to

World Scientiﬁc Newsletter

World Scientific
Handbook of Global Health
Economics and Public Policy
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Never Lose Your Nerve! tells the story of the ups and downs
of a Nobel Laureate’s life. Awarded the Nobel Prize in
Chemistry in 2000 (along with Professor Alan G MacDiarmid
and Professor Hideki Shirakawa), Professor Alan J Heeger’s
story centres around the idea of risk being an absolute
necessity in research. Contrary to conventional belief, he
reveals that scientists are, in fact, risk-addicted, as taking the
ﬁrst, risky step into unfamiliar territory is a step in the right
direction towards creativity and great discoveries.
The story is ﬁlled with humour and warmth as revelations of
personal details — his love for his family, his progress from a
young student to an eminent scientist, his passion for the
theatre and its impact on his science, his adventures as a
successful entrepreneur, and his personal losses – make this
a compelling read.
The motto of the book is clearly conveyed : Never lose your
nerve and you will be rewarded. Life is an exciting adventure
and this book clearly demonstrates it.

World Scientific Series on Singapore’s 50 Years of Nation-Building

Singapore’s
Health Care System
What 50 Years Have Achieved
edited by Chien Earn Lee, Changi General Hospital, Singapore and
K Satku National University Health System, Singapore

Highlights
䉴

Cont’d from Pg. 1

World Scientific Series on Asia-Pacific Weather and Climate Vol. 6

...Leo Kadanoff

Climate Change
Multidecadal and Beyond

World Scientiﬁc Newsletter

E
Edited
by: Chih-Pei Chang National
Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan &
Naval
N
Postgraduate School, Monterey,
USA, Michael Ghil Ecole Normale
S
Supérieure,
Paris, France & UCLA,
USA, Mojib Latif Helmholtz Centre for
Ocean Research, Kiel, Germany, John
M Wallace University of Washington,
S
Seattle,
USA
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of Chicago, the Centennial Medal of Harvard
University, the Lars Onsager Prize, and the Grande
Medaille d'Or. His trailblazing work on scale invariance
and universality in phase transitions shaped the way
physicists think about how matter changes from one
state to another.
We are honored to have collaborated with Prof
Kadanoff in the 1990s and published three bestselling
books in his ﬁelds of expertise. In September 2015,
he submitted 15 articles for his new book ‘Recollection’,
a reprint volume containing a selection of his less
technical papers, of which 5 were written in 2014/2015
and have never been published. We are pursuing the
publication of this last book to celebrate his lifetime
achievements.

As concern grows over the impact of climate change, there
is great demand for clarity regarding the issues involved. World
Scientiﬁc presents its latest volume in its series on Asia-Paciﬁc
Weather and Climate, Climate Change: Multidecadal and
Beyond.
Invited by the National Taiwan University, some of the world's
leading experts across the areas of observational analysis,
mathematical theory, and modeling discussed issues which
presented major challenges in climate sciences.
State of the art theoretical, observational and modeling
research on internal, unforced and externally forced climate
variability is covered in 23 chapters. This is essential reading
for academics and researchers in atmospheric sciences,
oceanography, and climate change.

OB/GYN book wins award

which was published only after two years of
preparation, received outstanding reviews from
BMA. BMA went on to honour the book with the
“highly commendable” award at the BMA Book
Award Ceremony on 3 September 2015 in
London.

World Scientiﬁc congratulates its valued authors A/Prof
Tan Thiam Chye , Dr Tan Kim Teng, Dr Tay Eng- Hseon and
Dr SonaliP. Chonkar on their award-winning second edition
of Practical Obstetrics and Gynaecology Handbook for O&G
Clinicians and General Practitioners. The second edition,

Much praise for the book came in the course
of the reviews, pointing out in particular, “I
will recommend this book to local GP trainees. Clear
Photos. Useful diagrams and a good combination of medical
and practical advice”
The prestigious BMA Medical Book Awards takes place
annually in London as part of efforts aimed at recognising
outstanding contributions to medical literature.

Book Launches
Celebrating Singapore's accomplishments and looking to the future
50 Years of Singapore and the United Nations
Edited by: Tommy Koh, Li-Lin Chang with Joanna Koh

11 ambassadors and high commissioners together with a
hundred guests graced the launch of 50 Years of Singapore
and the United Nations at The Pod at the National Library
of Singapore. Edited by Prof Tommy Koh, Li-Lin Chang and
Joanna Koh, the collection presents views of Singaporeans
who have made or are making important contributions to the
work of the UN system. Readers are given unprecedented
insight into the UN through the eyes of Singaporeans who
have served as ambassadors to the United Nations in New
York and Geneva, the World Trade Organization, or as
professional staff in the various specialised agencies,
programmes and funds that are part of the UN.
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30 October 2015 saw World Scientiﬁc launch two books that
collectively celebrated its accomplishments to date and looked
to its future.
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The Ocean in a Drop
Singapore: The Next Fifty Years
By: Kwon Ping Ho
Moving from celebration to introspection, a new book by Ho
Kwon Ping, Executive Chairman of Banyan Tree Holdings Ltd,
The Ocean in a Drop, Singapore: The Next Fifty Years
presents a look at the evolution of governance and key
institutions that are vital for the future of Singapore.
Comprising ﬁve lectures given by Mr Ho as the 2014/2015 S
R Nathan Fellow for the Study of Singapore at the National
University of Singapore, the IPS-Nathan Lectures addressed
topics ranging from Politics and Governance to Society and
Identity.
The book launch at SMU Labs saw approximately one hundred
guests in attendance along with luminaries such as Mr S R
Nathan, Singapore’s sixth President; Mr Janadas Devan,
Director of the Institute of Policy Studies; and Mr Ong Keng
Yong, Ambassador-at-Large at the Singapore Ministry of
Foreign Affairs.
Both books are now available in bookstores and online
platforms.

’’

In the Media

Headquartered in Singapore, World Scientific
Publishing is best known for publishing the works
of the Nobel laureates...Dr. Paul Knoepfler, the
world’s ﬁrst scientist/blogger, had pointed me to
them.

’’

Don C. Reed
Hufﬁngton Post

Being new to publishing, I found the book template
most helpful. After having as I thought got rid of
errors and omissions, I was impressed with the
thoroughness of your staff in correcting punctuation
and other errors which I had missed.

World Scientiﬁc Newsletter

Brian Doman
University of Liverpool, UK

Since we’ve had very good experiences with World
Scientific Publishing, who provide high quality
products for the scientiﬁc research community in a
ﬂexible and cost-effective way, we are delighted to be
publishing our book together with them. We are
grateful that CERN kindly accepted to sponsor the
publishing fees for this open access monograph.
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Herwig Schopper and Luigi Di Lella
CERN, Switzerland

World Scientifc Reference on

Globalisation in
Eurasia and the
Pacific Rim
In 4 Volumes
Volume 1: Foreign Investment
Volume 2: Innovation
Volume 3: Energy
Volume 4: Migration: Economic Drivers of Contemporary
Labour Mobility in East Asia
Edited by: David A Dyker University of Sussex, UK
Edited by: Xiudian Dai University of Hull, UK, Paolo
Farah West Virginia University, USA & gLAWcal Global Law Initiatives for Sustainable Development,
UK & University of Turin, Italy, Piercarlo Rossi
University of Piemonte Orientale, Italy, Anthony
Fielding University of Sussex, UK

With an eye on one of the most
dynamic and volatile regions in
the world, this collection sets
out to deliver an ambitious
analysis of key elements in the
production process that drives
economies in the region.
Bravely tackling thorny issues
ranging from patterns of
interchange of ﬁnancial and
direct investment and the rise of techno-nationalism to the
security and sustainability of energy resources and (the
increasingly controversial topic of) human trafﬁcking, the
collection seeks to present a comprehensive overview of the
region as it stands in each of the key areas under consideration.
Key reading for researchers, policymakers and academics
interested in economics and the politics behind the wave of
globalisation that has and will continue to sweep across this
critical region.
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